Little Bunny Hop
Sewing Instructions
(To accompany Slideshow)
1. Cut fabric and lay out pieces
2. Place corresponding right sides
together
3. Sew around Ears
4. Turn in right way & iron
5. Fold Ears as shown
6. And press with iron
7. Place head piece right side up
8. Put one ear on head piece as shown
9. Now the other, note the position on
the folds
10. Place the front face on, face down
please (just like making a sandwich)
11. Pin or clasp in place
12. Machine stitch the ears in place
13. I like to zigzag first
14. Once secured, fold ears out of the
way and continue around head &
down neck
15. Flip and turn head and straight stich
back using inside of zigzag stich as
guide
16. Roll ears to clear seam allowance

17. Continue stitching around head being
careful not to snag the ears
18. Well done, now pull ears through and
turn the right way around
19. Looking like so
20. Iron and trim away any threads
21. Wizz around the body, Zigzag first,
then straight stitch seam
22. Turn and iron
23. Now we have a front
24. And a back
25. I’ve cut a red felt Bow Tie for this little
bunny, and selected beads for his
eyes
26. Like so
27. Time to stuff Bunny
28. Nice and full, both head and body.
29. Select a thread to complement your
fabric, time to stitch Bunny a face
30. You may choose to draw a guide onto
the fabric and stitch over,
31. I enjoy free hand stitching, so first
create nose.
32. Stitching a triangle guide
33. Embroider stitch to fill in the nose.
34. The variegated thread has a lovely
effect
35. Stitching a mouth, you might like to
add bunny teeth as well
36. Or is a bunny mouth called a snout?
37. Spots for whiskers if you please

38. Three each side is plenty
39. Time for eyes, little gold beads for
this Bunny
40. Stitch the neck closed
41. Done. Knot and cut thread.
42. See how Bunnies arms are stitched
43. Begin by stitching 1cm either side of
the bodies side seam. Begin at the
neck
44. Work your way down and pull tight.
Careful of your tension, it needs to be
tight.
45. Work your way back up to neck and
knot off.
46. Repeat down other side
47. Arms done
Stitch off neck
48. Attach Bunny head and any neck
treatment you choose.
49. This Bunny will have 3 little felt circles
for a dimensional tail.
50. Stitched together
51. Like so
52. Little Bunny Hop is done x

Happy Creating
XN
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